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AIMS AND SCOPE
Theaimof theloLrrna is to provlde an internat onal forum for the nierchange of informailon on a aspects

of conceptua des gn, ana ys s and construction of space siruciltres.
The scope of the lournal encompasses structures such as slng e-, double and mLJlti-!ayer grids' barrel

vaults, domes, towers, masts, folded p ates, radar dishes, tensegrity structures, stressed sk n assemblies,
membranes, folclable structures, pneumatic systems and cable arrangements No imitation on the type of
materlal is imposed and the scope inc udes strLlctures constructed in stee, alum n um, concrete, composite,
pa.ric' pape boatd. bior" e i"l a d abri .

The fle d of lnterest covered by the journa maybedivided nto five broad areas:

(1) Aralysls, whlch inc udes theoret cal and exper menta studies in near, non-linear, stat c, dynamic'
stab lty and optimlsation prolllems.

\2) Configuration Prccessirg, which jnc udes studies of space structLrre config!rations, app catlons of
formex a gebra, automated data generation and computer graphics.

l3J Structural morphology, which includes form findlng methods, geometr ca y complex morphologies
nature examples for structural systems.

(4) Des/gr, Construction and Performance, which ncludes fabricat on, transportation, erection, choice of
materlals, cladd ng, maintenance, energy conservat on, econornical studies, jo nting systems,
prefabrication and ind!str a lsed systems.

l5l Atchitecturcl Aspects, which inc udes the study of correlatlon between form and funct on' conceptual
design ana ysis, informatlon about important of designers.
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ABSTRACT: TenseSriry slate is a stable self equiljbmted state of a spatial

system that contains a non-continuous set of compress;ve elements Grru$)
inside r continuous scr of selfrensioned elements (cables).

At fte prcsenl slu.ly, the seisnic behalior of double layer flal rensegrilv gtids

consisted of quadmnguld tensegdry pnsms. lave been investigaled bv carrying

out nonline full lraosient tine history dynadic .nalvsjs. In order to detemine

tb€ effecls of depth-lo{pm Iatio on seismic behavior of flat iensegrily gids'
several non linear tine historv analvses have been perfomed bv ANSYS nnite

elenrent progran. Three l/10, 1/12 & l/15 grid deplh'to sPan Bljos have b-n
considered for iNesriSdtion. Then the effects of deplh_to sPan ralio on seismic

behavior of lensegiry flat grids hare been determined. Ii is shown thar these

.).rer. c-e 'en'iri\e Jnd \ ulnembh J!ain'l .ei'ni' e' 'i'di'n'
Based on the obtained results, some design reconnnendations have been

presented regdding 10 lhe seisnic bchavior of tbesc svstens

Ke] words: tensegrity flat gnds, depth_to-span ratio. injtial strlin. seismic

behavior. non-lined tilne listory analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Tensegrity ("tetslo, + ifeg7i6,") systcms ,re srbset

of a great family of so-called space structures These

systems are consisted of non_continuous sel of struts

inside a continuum set ofpre_stressed cables ln these

textures every strut is surrounded by plenty of cables

around it. These structures are considered as a ploper

substitution of usual spatial systems because they are

lighter than normal space sfucturcs because of low

proportion of sffuts in fh.3 body of structure [1].
Various re\earchcr\ ha\c carried out irre*tigationt on

static and dynamic properties of rensegrity systems

Motro et al. in 1986 presented some results from an

expedmental study of linear dynamics of a

.lruclure con.i.ling ol lhree rod' and nine 'lring\
where dynamic characteristics were found from
harmonic excitation of nodes. Furuya in 1992 used

+Conespondinc aulhor: d.iang sadeghi@yahoo.on
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a finite element ftamework to invesfigate dynamic

characteflstics. Sultan et al. in 1999 presented the

nonlinear equations of motion using a minimal number

of coordinates, leading to ODES. Sultan et al. in 2002

presented the linear equations of motion, with ihe

purpose of applying tinear control iheory Murakami in

2001 . Mural€mi t d Nishimura in 2001 and Murakami

and Nishimura in 2001 developed equations within a
finite element framework for both static and dynamic

analysis of lensegrity str$ctures. Oppenheim and

williams examined the vibration and damping

charactenstics oftensegrity sffuctures. Skelton et al. in
2001 and Skelton in 2005 presented a theory for
Class 1 structurcs from momentum ard force

considerations. De Oliveira in 2005 developed a

general theory for Class k structures lrom energy

considerations. De Oliveira ir1 2006 presents

59
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simulation results from a comparative study of
different formulations [2]. Sadeghi and Seifollahi in
2UUu h:r\e.rudied lhe Seismic beha\ior o[ len.eBriq

barel vaults [3]. There is no considerable
investigation info seismic behavior and nonlinear
rcsponse of tenseSrity flat grids, lill now. At the
p.esent study, seismic behavior of tensegrity flat grids

has been studied with respect to grid depth-to-span

ratio. The eims of thjs study are as follows:
. Geometrically idealization of flat tensegrity grids

consisted of quadrangular modules in different

dimensions of l0 x I0, l2 x 12 & 15 x 15 meters.
. Detemination ofpossible collapse mechanism of

ren\egr ty nal grid\ due lo \ei.mic e\ciIa ons.
. Investigation into difference of dynamic

rcspoDses of models with respect to various grid

depth-to span ratios.
. Representation of rcconmendations in order to

designing of tensegrity flat grids.

2. FINITE ELEMENT IDEALIZATION
In order to sfudy the seismic behavior of tenseSlty flat
grids, nonlinear dynamjc enalysis should be

implemented. At the prcsent research, in order to
unde ake these analyses, ANSYS finite element

program has been used as the following:

2.1. Analysis type
In present study "Full TIan sient Time History Dynamic

Analysis" hts been undertaken for evaluation of
seismic behavior and nonlinear responses of selected

models. Full transient time hjstory nonlinear analysis

ha! been peformed using "Arc-Length Method".

2.2. ldealization of tension only elements
There isn'l genuine tensile element in ANSYS, which

can show nonlinear plastic properties and large
displacement behavior Thus, as is shown in Fig. I an

,ssociarion of lir?,t8 element (957o of fhe member

length) andlitll, element (57' of the member length)

has been considered [4]. ln order 10 eliminate
infmiEsimal mechanism in joints which are connecting

these elements, CrrnbirT element has been used [5].
Fig.2 indirale\ lhe nonlineal betu\ ior (\1rc.:-\lrah

cuNe) of cable membeN which allocated to arzi8
element of cable fhat ultimate rupture stess of 750 MPa
and ultimate rupture strain of 0.032 is clearly
appraisable with rcspect to Fig.2. Also Young's nod lus

of 484 MPa has been devoted to all Link\ & Li kl,
elements in order to idealize linear' behavior ol cables.

In Fig. 3, slacking mechanism of cable members

has been shown. As the figule shows, when a cable

member undergoes compression, dgid body motion

-'

l-
LinkS LinkS

Comb n7 CombinT

Figure 1. ldalizalior of lensile elements
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Fie!rc 2. Stress-stranr behavior of cables

0n2 0 025 0.03

Figure 3. Slackiog behavior of cables

occ'rs in Linfts and Liril0 elements due to CorDtnZ
roralion and lhe rnember reftain\ lo carry compression,

Thus in thjs type of modeling method, slacking

beha\ ior o1 cables can be idealiu ed properl1.

2.3. ldealization of struts
The LinklSq element has been utilized to idealize

compressive behavior of s[ut members. IJ] order to
modeling nonljnear post-buckling behavior of strut

elements, consequences of Kato & Ishikawa (1993)

investigation, has been considered. At the present

study, conclusions related to ), = 100, have been

considered and idealized behavior of sffuts is shown ir
Fig.416l.

hxettutiohdl JouMl o.f Srdc! 
'tt 
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Figure 4. Post-bucHing behavior of sl ts with rcspect to
,L= 100

Mild steel matedal has been utilized for sftuts.
Thercfore YounS's modulus of 200000 MPa, yield
stress amount of 240 MPa and mass density of 7850
kg/m3 have been applied in Kato & Ishikawa equations
to determine posFbuckling behavior of struts.

Also ukimate buckling stress of 135 MPa and

ultimate buckling strain of0.012 is clearly apFaisable
with respect to diagram which is shown in Fig.4.

3. STUDIED TENSEGRITY MODELS
At the present study, as is shown in Fig. 5, the selected

doublelayer tensegrity grids con sist of 1 x I x I meter
quadrangular modules, which are geometrically
flexible, have been investigated. The studied
configumtions are as follows:
. Configuration l: Tensegrity flat grid with planar

dimensions of 10 x 10 meters and depfh of 1

meter consisting of 100 quadrangular modules

and consequently with depth-to-span ratio of
dll = 1110:

. Configuration 2: Tensegrity flat gid with planar
dimensions of 12 x 12 meters and depth of
1 meter consisting of 1rg quadrangllar modules

and consequently with depth-to-span mtio of
d = ll12:

. Configuration 3: Tensegrity flat grid wift planar

dimensions of 15 x 15 meters and depth of I meter
consisthg of 225 quadrangular modules and
consequently wifh depth-to-span mlio ofdll = 1/15;

Geometdcal specification of studie.d models has
been summarized in Tab. 1 as following:

As Fig. 5 shows, at the bottom layer, edge joints
along Y a,ris are restrained against X and Z dtection
translations in all models. Also at the upper layer, fhe
edge joints across Y a-xis are restained along X
dircction translation, in all configurations.

As implied before, stiflhess of tensegrity systems is
ihe result of an initial strain that stabilizes infiniresimal
mechanisms. At the presenl study, the initial strain has

beeD taken as is = 0.006 for all configumtions that is
identical to 247 MPa of prc-stress amount rcspectively.
More surveyjng on Fi8. 2 illustrates that considered
amount of prc-stess is accornmodated in linear segment
of curve wherc cable members behave linearly.

Designing of elements has been done according to
AISC-AWSI989 designing ffiteda with respect to a

ELEMENT

z
Lx

AN

ELEVATION

Fisure 5. Studied models seometrv and boundary conditions

Table 1, Concise specilication of studied models geometry

Description dtt = ll10 dll = lll2 dll = 1/15

Number of modules along X direction
Number of modules along Y direction
Total num. of modules
Span (m)
D€pth (m)
Num, of struts
Num, of cables
Total num. of members

10

10

100

10

1

400

1420
I820

12

t2
1M
12

l
5'76

2040
1820

t5
15

225

15

I
900

3180
4080

Interkationdl .IourMl of Spdce Stu.lut?s Vol.26No.I 201l
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Table 2. Concise privacies of members

Depth to span ratio Type and pos.
Cross section

(r^2)
Diameter

(cm)
Thickness of strut

(cm)

dtt = tlto

dll = 1/12

dtl = 1115

Strip along support (stru|
Other struts

Cables

Strip along support (strut)

Other struts
Cables

Strip along support (sffu$
Other struts

Cables

5.5669
3.7328
0.7854

6.8015
5.s669
1.131

8.6865
1.0749
1 .7 671

4.83
4.83
1

4.83
4.83
t.2

6.03
6.03
1.5

0.4
0.26

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.4

dead load of 50 kg/m2 and snow loading equal to
150 kg/m2. General privacies of members (cables &
struts) which obtained from designing procedure have

been presented briefly in Tab. 2 as following:

4, EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS
In order to undertake Full Transient Time History
Dynamic Analysis, it's requisite lo carry out eigenvalue

analysis. Commitment of eigenvalue analysis carries

some reasons which are as follows:
Allocation of dynamic charactedstics of
structures, such as, mode shapes, periods, modal
participating mass ratios and etc. For instance,
main mode shape of the model with dll = 1/15has
been presented in Fig. 6.

Attainment of Rayleigh Damping coefficients
which are requisite to terminate nonlinear
dynamic analysis. Rayleigh Damping coefficients
have been outcome from Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 that have

been presented below:

STEP = 1

SUB =2

Figure 6. Main mode shape of the model with d/l = ll15

Table 3 Resultant Rayleigh Damping coelficients
b.

Depth to
span ratio J2

A=+] \z)' 'fi+fi

According to consequences of eigenvalue analyses,

as submitted in Tab. 3, Rayleigh damping coefficients
(a&F) and frequencies of effective modes are

available. As is customary, the damping ratio for
dynamic analyses of space structurcs, is taken as
F-fio)

As is shown in Fig. 7, periods of studied models
have been compared with respect to depth+o-span
ratios of l/10, 1112 and 1/15. The diagrams illustrate
that decrease of depth-to-span ratio. increases main

62

21.696 0.14901 0.00152
18.645 0.12t23 0.00179
14.803 0.09368 0.00227

0.4

0.35

0.3

f o.zs
I
E 0.,

3 0.15

0.1

0.05

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 910 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1a 19 20

[,4ode number

Figure 7. Period of modes of grids with various depth-to-span
ratios

International Joumal of Space Sh'uctures Vol. 26 No. I 20ll

.2fifi
'fi+fi (1)

tl.ll=Ilfi
iill= LlI2
dll = lll5

4.497
3.619
2.782
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period of fhe structure. However, increase of periods

for upper modes is less than that of lower modes.

5. UTILIZED ACCELEROGRAMS FOR
ANALYSES
In this research, accelemtion records of three strong
ground molions of Irnperiai Valey 1979, USA (Fig. 8),
Norrlfidgel994, USA (Fig. 9) and Tabas 1978, kan
(Fig. 10), are used for nonlinear time history analyses

of tensegdty flat grids. Also general specification of
utilized accelerograms has been depicted in Tab. 4.

Because of rcsDlts captured fiom eigenvalue
anaiysis, boundary conditions and main mode shape,

depicted in Fig. 6, vertical component (Z direction) of
above mentioned accelerogmms have been used

for analyses. In fact, su eying on results of
eigenvalue analyses along all three major directions
(X, Y, Z) and boundary conditions, demonstrates that,

effect of seismic excitation aiong vertical direclion (z)

is significantly considerable in comparison with two
other horizontal directions (X, Y) and influences of
horizontal excitations and combination of fheir effect
with vertical direction, can be neglected. Thus it's
wofihwhile lo assume salient influences of seismic
excitations on presumed models in oder to avoid
digressing ftom pu iew

Io order to assess deshuctive track of selected

accelerograms, it's eligible to figxre out response

specffums of selective records. As is shown in Fig. 11,

selected records induce a considerable effect on
sfudied models with respect to their natural period
ranges which acquircd from eigenvalue analyses.

lmp€r al vall€y (v€rlical conponenl)

l,

ffiffi{$t'htpi"*"*.-",-'.*
I

a123456789
Time (sec)

Norlhridge (verii€l @mponent)

I

, ll lr lllr ,|l
IrilMfr{ M ft,4t4fi1iililtr+r"

'l 't rtl I r'l
ll

Q123456789
rime (sec)

Figure 9. Vertical rmord of Nodhrjdge earlhquake

Tabas (vedical componenl)

t,
I lrl,t

rrll, I'r

0123456789
rime (sec)

Figue 10. Vefical €cord ofTabas eaitbquake

14

12

10

0 0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0_6 0.7 0.8 0_9 1

Pedod (sec)

Figure I I . Response spectmm of selective accelerograns

12

96
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e-3
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E
l2
'€0

e,
€_6

I

9ag

2

10

16

^12{8

s0
*,
E8
&-p

16 l0

Figure 8. Vetical record of lmped Valley eafthquake

Table 4 General specilicalions of utilized earlhquake rec{rrds

Earthquake

lmpeial valley
t9'79/tOl15

Nortlridge
1994/0L/t'/

Tabas

t9'781091t6

HP (Hz)
LP (Hz)
PGA (g)

PGv (cn/s)
PGD (cm)

0.2
40

1.655

5'7.5

26.4t

0.16
23

1.229

49.6

11.75

0.05
null
0.668

45.6

t7.04

lhtettutiondl Jottul af Spac. Sttuctues vol 26 Na I 2011
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6. TIME HISTORY DYNAMIC
ANALYSES
Time history dynamic is an analysis method that
delermines all delleclron\ and re\pon\es ol \rr uclure in

every time instance when strucfure is under excitation
of accelerations due to ground motion in base level.
This method is available for linear elastic and

nonlinear inelastic analyses [7].
At the present investigation, Time history dynamic

analyses have been carned ouf using ANSYS finite
element program. These analyses have been

undertaken in vefiical (Z) direction on tensegflty grids
with various depth to-span .atios. Abbreviate results

of analyses have been presented in Tab. 5 [81.

6.1. Analyses results for d/l=1/10
Under excitations of knperial Valley, Nofihridge and

Tabas records, no sffut bucklirg or cable rupture have

been obsefled and the structure has retained it's local
and general stabilify du.ing excitations. All cable and

sllut membe$ showed linear elastjc behavior during
excitations. Slackhg of some cables was the unique
noticeable event dudng analyses. Despite slacking, no
locel or general instability have happened due to the
selected eafthquake excitations-

6.2. Analyses results for d/l=1/12
Same as for l/l = l/10, under excitations of Impe;al
Valley, NorthridBe and Tabas.ecords, no stnrt
buckling oI cable ruptue werc obsefled in case of
dll = 1/12 and the strDctDre reteined it's local and
general stabjlity during excitation. A11 cable and strut

membels showed linear elastic behavior dudng
excitations. Slacking of some cables was the unique
noticeable event during analyses. However, the

number of slacked cables incrcased slightly (Tab. 5).

Despite slacking, no local or general instabiljty have

happened due to earthquake excitations.

6.3. Analyses results for d/l = 1/15
Because ofdiscrepancies in analyses results ofvarious
accelerograms, in this section, the results are discussed

separately, as below;

6.3.1. Analyses resu ts for d/l = 1/15 under
lmperial Valley excitation
As is shown in Fig. 12, 3t the dme of 0.14 sec, 2 strut
memben have buckled and have failed at the time of
I 6 sec. Then at the time of 0.84 sec. 4 sffuts and then

at ihe time of 1.2 sec, I0 struts have buckled and have

shown nonlinear behavior. but no failurc have

happened in mentioned struts.

Also at ihe fime of 1.22 sec, 8 cables and at the time
of 1.4 sec, 2 cables have irpture.d as is shown in Fig. 13.

At the time of 1.22 sec and 1.44 sec as is shown in
Fig. 14, totally, 1114 cable members have slacked while
the displacements of mid-span nodes have rcached to a
ma,\imum value of 37.11 cm.

Eventually, at the tim.3 of 1.6 sec. because of failurc
of some sfiuts, nrptudng of some cables and slacking

of considerable number of other cables. the sfucture
have become generally unstable and software culs the

analysis, because of numedcal instability due to
extremely large defl ections.

6.3.2. Analyses results for d/l = 1115 under
northridge excitation
As is shown in Fig. 15, al the time of 0.18 sec,2 struts

have buckled and have shown nonlinear behavior. but
no fail!rc happened in mentioned struts.

Table 5 Concise results of time historv analvses

MaximDm
nodal dis.

Buckled
stmts no.

Ruptured Slacked

Depth to
span ralio

(cm) Time No. Time No. Time
(sec)

No. Time
Record

d/l = 1/10 Imperial Valley
Northridge

Tabas

d/, = 1/12 Imperial Valley
Northridge

Tabas

d// = 1/15 Imperial Valley
Northridge

Tabas

12.09
13.12

10.19

16.09

12.03

14.35

3',7.11

17.61

19.96

2.12

5.90
1.64

1.74

0.14
1.48

1.22

0.18
1.24

1.22 1.40.14-1.14
0.18

0.18 1.24

20 2.12

22 5.9
20 1.64

u 1.74

24 0.14
24 1.48

184 1.22-1.44
24 0.1E

30 0.18

u
2
6

10

t.tenatunat Jourtut of Spa.e Sru.tut?s Val.26Na.I 2011
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Figure 12. Positions of buckled ard failed struts under the
excitation of Inpedal Valley record

Figure I 3. Positions of ruptued cables u.der the excitation of
Inperial Va ey record

Figure 15. Positions of buckled struts under excitation of
Northridge record

displacement of mid-span joints have reached
ma-\imum value of 17.61 cm.

Despite buckljng of some struts and slacking of
some cables, no jnstability took place and the sructure
reLained i!s local and general srabilily during excitalion
propeily.

6.3.3. Analyses results for d/l = thl under
tabas excitation
As is shown in Fig. 16, at the time of 0.18 sec, 2 struts
and at the time of 1.24 sec- 4 struts have buckled and

have shown nonlinear behavior, but no failure has

been taken place in mentioned struts.
Also no cables have ruptured during the excitation.

That is worfh of noting that at the lime of 0.18 sec,

totally, 30 cable members have slacked while nodal
displacement of mid-span joints have reached
mrximDrn amount of 19.96 cm.

Fjglre 14. Positions of slacked cables und€r the excitation of
Imperial Valey r@ord

AI"o no cables hare rupmred during the e\ciration.
That is wodhwhile that at lhe rime of 0.18 sec, totally,

26 cable members have slacked while nodal

Inte,tutiotul .Iovndl of Space Strudnes v.t. 26 N o. 1 20I I

Figue I 6. Positionr of buckled stnts under excitation of
Tabas

rrE ,3 r'ii-qtrqivl?*E G:?EEGt=:li ;ait
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Despjte buckling of some sfiuts and slacking of
some cables, no instability has been occured and the
structure has rctained it local and general stability
during excitation prcperly.

6.4. Comparis.on of analyses results with
respect to grids deph-to-span ratios
In this section, influences of depth-fo-spar ratio
variations on nodal displacement, intemal force of
elements and deflections have been sfudied. In order lo
perform compatible comparison of depth-to-span
mtio's effect on mid-span nodal displacement of
models, a quantity has been described that is called as

relative nodal ilhplacemert. This qusntity is acqujred

from division oi real nodal displacement of mid-span
on length of span of each sffucture. By ihis way, it is
possible to normalize nodal displacement of mid-span

conveniently. Quantity of relative nodal displacement

is a qudntity with no dimension. However, character of
(m/ri) is used to introduce relative nodal displacement.

6.1.1. Ef'ecls of deptl-to-span rdtio
variation on nodal displacement of models
Con.equence. ol anal) se\ illu\lrare lhal decrca.ing ur

depth-to-span ratio, induces a considerable diminish in
dgidity of the tensegrity grid. Thus to have a more

obvious view of comparable rcsponses, resuhs have

been compared in "relative nodal displacement" state

in Figs. 17 to 19. Also, to achieve more clear view of
comparison. every diagmm has been presented in a

selected time domain tha: inffoduces morc
considerable part ofthe response diagram.

A\ is shohn in presenled figure.. de. reasirg ir
depth+o-span mtio, inflates rclative nodal
displacement of mid-span due to decreasing of
tensegdty gdd's igidity. Thus it's possible to work out
a nodceable pornr rhal is an e\idence of ren.egrily
grid s sensiliviq ro variation ol deplh-lo-span ruIio.

Becauie de\pIe. decrearing rn deprh-ro-span ralio is
not considerable, inflation of deflection happens with
a noticeable rate,

6.4.2. Effects of depth-to-span ratio
variation on axialstress of struts
ln order ro .rud) erlecl. ol deprh-ro-span ral;o
variation on axial stress of struts. djagram oi peak

axial stress are presented whjle position of all
considercd struts (the specified element as critical strut
in Fig. 16) are the same in all grids. As arc shown in
Figs. 20 to 22, in oder to simplify surveying of
diagrams, consecutive peak stresses vr'hich had been

obtained from nonlinear time history analyses, have

been ranked to utilize in diagams. By paraphrasing
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Figurc 20. Axial peak stiess diaeftm of strut (Imperial Valley)
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d/1=1/1O d/l=1h2 d/l=1115
Depth lo span ralio
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Figwe 23. ComFessive strain iime history diagram of stnt
(Imperiat VaUey)
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any diagram the reader can confim that despite every

strut has been designed competently accordjng to
AISC-AWS1989 designing criteda, decreasing of
depth-to-span ratio increases compressive shess of
sffuts and l'u]nelability of these membels respectively.
AIso it's a noticeable point that stlut membe$ are very
.ensili\e in ldce ol deprh-ro-.pm rarios \arialion.
Because as is observable in depicted figures,
discrepancy between peak stress level of models with
depth to-spao ratio of d/l = 1112 & d/]= 1/15 is morc
considerable than discrepancy between peat sftess

level of models with depth to span mtio of d// = 1/10

& dll= 1112.

In Figs. 23 to 25, Compressive strain time history
diagram oi .lruls are \hou n. In order to achie\ e more

clear view of comparison, every diagnm have been
presented in a selected time domair that inffoduces
more considerable pa1.t of diagram. These diagrams
indicate that under excitation of earthquakes,
decreasing rn depth-to sp ratio increases compre\ni\e
strarn and amplrtude ol compressive slrojn varialion.

It means fhat, as depth-to-span ratio decreases,
possibilily of nonlinear and plastic defomation of
struts. incrcases. Thus as mentioned earlier,
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Figure 25. Compressive strain time hisiory diagram of strut
(rabat

decreasing in depth-to-span ratio .esults in
considerable inflation on struts vulnerability.

6.4.3. Effects of depth-to-span ratio
variation on tens;le stress of cables
In order to study eflects of depth to span ratio
variation on aensile sfess of cables, diagrams of peak

tensile stress have been presented while position of all
considered cables are sjmilar in various grids. Similar
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ro pafi 6.4.2, in order to simpli{y surveying of
diagrams, consecutive peak tensile sftesses which had
been obtained frcm nonlinear time hisiory analyses,

have been ranked to utilize jn diagrams. By
paraphrasing any diagram the reader can emphasize
that because of excitation of eaflhquakes, as are shown
in Fips.26 lo 28. decreasing tr deplh lo.pan rario.
increases tensile sffess level of cables. Also it's a
nodceable poLnl lhal cable members arc \ery sen'itive

in face of depth to span rutio's variation, as is

descdbed for strut membe$. Because as is obseflable
in depicted figures, disc.epancy between peatri tensile
stress level of models with depth-to-span ratio of
dll = 1ll2 & dll = 1/15 1s more considerable than

discrcpancy between peak tensile stress level of
models with depth-to-span rarlo of t l = l/10 &
tlll = I/12.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Nonlinear dynamic analyses of tensegrity flat g ds

rcsulted in some considerable conclusions which may

be summarized as follows:
. Decrease of depth-to-span rafio of tensegdty flat

grids, increases both main pedod and rclative
nodal mid-span displacement oI these structures.

So that, for a tensegrity flat grid wilh a pre-slress
\alue of 247 vlP.r. as depLh lo'\pdn ralio
decreases, the main period increases from
amount of 0.22 sec for a grid with d// = 1/10 to
0.36 sec for a grid with d// = 1/15. Also it's
worthwhile to say that pedod inflation mte does

not follow a linear increment. Also nodal
displacement of mid span joint rises from 0.008 m
fbr a grid with d/1 = 1/10 to 0.025 ,'7? for a grid

'xirh d/l = ll15.
. Accurate surveying of members' behavior

illu.lrrre". decre.ising of deprh ro spdn ralio
results in increase of axial stress of membe$ and

eventually their vulnerability. ID fact, it's
observed that members (stnts specially) are very
sensitive to depth-to-span ratio's vaiations. And
a little dimidsh of depth-to-span mtio creates a

nonlinearly huge increase of members axial
stress. For instance- for a rensegrity flat g.id wirh
a pre-sfress \^lne of 247 MPd, undergone

excitations of Impe al Valley earthquake, in the

case of a grid wjth d/1= 1/10 there is no buckling
of struts or rlrpturc of cables. w}reaeas, 18 sffuts

buckle and 10 cables ruptured during these

excitations in case of a grid with dll = Ul5.

8. PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of fhis research, it is seen that under
excitation of destructive earhquakes, sorne damages

such as buckling of stluts, rupturing and unusual

slacking of cables may happen in tensegrity grids. A
destuction mechanism due to cable mpture occurs

suddenly and happens with no alarming and actually is
not desirable for designers. Therefore, in order to
avoid sudden collapses, it's recormended to forcsee
collapse mechanism in telm of sl.uf bucklhg ralher
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than ruptudng or slacking of cables. To avoid cable
rupturing of tensegrity flat grids, it's rccommended to
confine tensegrity flat gdds' depth to span mlio less

than 1/12.
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